


Keynote & Plenary Speakers: John Barrell, York University, Roger Ebbatson, Lancaster University, Nick Groom, 
Exeter University, Ronald Hutton, Bristol University, Bridget Keegan, Creighton University, Donna Landry, 
University of Kent, Ruth Robbins, Leeds Metropolitan University
Performers, musicians and artists provisionally booked: BILLY BRAGG, ELIZA CARTHY, JOHN 
KIRKPATRICK, HUGH LUPTON, CERI RHYS MATTHEWS, CHRIS WOOD.
Others to be announced. In addition to conference panels, there will be music and related workshops
While the histories of Scots and Irish rural and local culture are well documented, and Celtic tradition 
celebrated, less explored are the traditional ways of life of English and Welsh rural or local communities and 
identities in terms of diasporic event. ‘English & Welsh Diaspora’ aims to address all aspects of rural and regional 
experience, consciousness, and representation of displacement, dispossession, the transformation or destruction 
of communities, the idea of community, across a millennium of change and loss, from the Norman Invasion and 
the Harrowing of the North, the loss of Welsh and the decline of the language community in Wales, to more 
recent historical and cultural events, such as the closure of mines and factories, the gentrification of villages, 
and the closure of post offices. There will, in addition be the exploration of the historical transformation of the 
landscape, the relation of land to identity, regional as opposed to national identity, folklore, folk practices and oral 
tradition through song, dance, story-telling and forms of ritual and seasonal Practice.
Papers are welcome from all humanities disciplines, including, but not restricted to, English, History, Geography, 
Cultural Studies. Topics may include, but are not limited to, the following: Representations of agricultural 
labouring classes; regional narratives and representations; Brythonic traditions; George Eliot & the midlands; 
landscape and identity; traditional song; folklore and belief; seasonal ritual and practice, oral traditions; 
enclosure; myth and tradition; changing ways of life; John Clare; the English or Welsh village; Thomas Hardy; 
dispossession & displacement; the remains of Anglo-Saxon culture & language; riots, rebellion, & protest; 
agricultural & labouring class poetry; William Cobbett’s rural rides; cricket & rural life; local and communal 
subjectivities; ‘documentary literature’ from Woodforde to Blythe; mummers & Morris; de-Cymrisization; 
modern rural life; parish records & local history; disappearance of the Welsh language; the Poor law; cultural 
memory & oral tradition; charity & the poor; politics & policing; rural & regional dialect; parish life; gypsies, 
witches, poachers, highwaymen & other demonized groups; rural crafts.
Proposals of 200- 250 words are invited (deadline 30th September 2010)
For further details, or to send a proposal, please contact Julian Wolfreys (Diaspora@lboro.ac.uk)



Call for Papers (Deadline: September 30, 2010)

Canada and the African Diasporic Literary Imaginary  
42nd Annual Convention,  

Northeast Modern Language Association (NeMLA)
April 7-10, 2011

new brunswick, nj hyatt new brunswick

host institution: rutgers university

This panel invites scholars to investigate the presence of Canada in an African 
Diasporic literary imaginary, focusing on writers who examine black subjects and 
subjectivities within Canadian landscapes (both urban and rural), but also attending 
to representations of African Canadians and the idea of Canada in literature from 
across the diaspora.

Canada occupies a unique space in the black literary imagination. The critical 
success of Canadian writers such as Dionne Brand, Austin Clarke and Lawrence 
Hill belies the complex relationships between African Canadian writers and the 
nation, between black bodies and Canadian landscapes. Canadian history often 
obscures or ignores the history of blacks in Canada; and in visual and popular 
cultures, black people are often conspicuously absent from Canadian settings. 
Similarly, ‘African Canada’is often elided from conceptions of the African 
Diaspora.  And yet the history of Canada within the African Diaspora is rich and 
diverse. For American slaves, Canada was literally a place of freedom, as reflected 
in the writings of Frederick Douglass and Benjamin Drew, author of ‘The Refugee: 
Narratives of Fugitive Slaves in Canada Related by Themselves (1856)’. In later 
texts such as Ishmael Reed’s *Flight to Canada*, Canada continued to be figured 
as a counterpoint to the virulent racism of the United States.  Much could be said 
about the sharp contrast between these African American utopian ideas and the 
reality of the black experience in Canada.

In the 1960s and 70s, Canada continued to be a place where multifarious diasporic 
identities, politics and experiences could be imagined and articulated. Increased 
immigration from the Caribbean attracted visits from prominent intellectuals 
including Walter Rodney and C.L.R. James who brought with them radical 
discourses on black nationalism, revolution, and decolonization. Yet, these African 
American ideas often stood in sharp contrast to Canadian reality. A number of 
questions arise from the problem of Canada in the black literary imagination. How 
has the erasure of the history of slavery and the black presence in Canada affected 
African Canadian writers? What does the literal space of Canada mean for African 
Canadian writers? What does Canada mean for African American writers and 
writers in other parts of the black diaspora?These questions are linked to pressing 
issues of geography, citizenship and nationalism.

Please send 300-500 word abstracts and brief biographical statements to
Kristin Moriah at <kmoriah@gc.cuny.edu>



11th International Conference on 
CARIBBEAN LITERATURE

November 3-6, 2010
Port of Spain, Trinidad

You are invited to join Morehouse College,  
Purdue University Calumet, and the University of the 

West Indies (St. Augustine Campus) for the  
11th International Conference on Caribbean Literature, 

to be held in Port of Spain, Trinidad, West Indies,  
on November 3–5, 2010.  
Papers may be presented  

(in English, French, or Spanish) on any  
aspect of Caribbean literature and culture.  

 
This year’s ICCL will celebrate  

the literary vision of Trinidadian Earl Lovelace  
(on the occasion of his 75th birthday) 

and commemorate the artistic legacy of  
the late Honorable Rex Nettleford of Jamaica.  

Among other signature ICCL activities,  
the conference will also feature  

a literary study tour of Trinidad and Tobago.  
 

Visit <www.icclconference.com> 
for information regarding keynote speakers,  
registration, airfare, hotel accommodations. 






